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Long Division Steps    Name       

•Divide
•Multiply
•Subtract
•Check
•Bring Down

An easy way to remember this may be to use a mnemonic such as: 
Does McDonald’s Serve Cheese Burgers? or 
Dracula’s Mother Sucks Chicken Blood. 

Let’s look at an example:  
50.778 ÷ 12.6 

Note:  The dividend is what we are dividing into: 50.778. The divisor is what we are dividing by: 12.6. The quotient is 
the answer to this division problem. 

or  like this  
12.6 50.778also written like this 

50.778
12.6

Where does the decimal point go? The divisor must be a whole number.  
In order to make 12.6 a whole number we must multiply by 10 (or move the decimal place one space 
to the right). When we do this, we must do the same to the dividend. 50.778 x 10 = 507.78. Finally, we 
move the decimal point directly up to where it should be located in the quotient. 

Step One: Divide: Divide the divisor into the first part of the dividend. 
Does 126 go into 5?  No. 
Does 126 go into 50?  No. 
Does 126 go into 507? Yes. Start here. Write the first digit of your answer above the 7 in 507.

Note: It often helps to estimate. Think: how many times does 125 go into 500?About 4. 
OR remove the last digits and think: how many times does 12 go into 50? Again, about 4. 
Using that estimate, you write a 4 above the 7 as the first digit in your answer.

Step Two: Multiply: Multiply the first digit of your quotient, or answer, by your divisor. 

Multiply 4 by 126. Write the product directly below 507.  
4⋅126 = 504

Step Three: Subtract:  Subtract the product you just found from the first part of your dividend. 

507-504 = 3 

Step Four: Check: Is your remainder smaller than your divisor?  
• If the answer is no, the digit you choose in step one was not big enough. Go back to step one.
• If the answer is yes, move on.

Is 3 (your remainder) smaller than 126 (your divisor)? Yes. Move on to step five.

Step Five: Bring Down 
Bring down the next number in your dividend…in this case, a 7. 

Repeat. Start again at step one.
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Step One: Divide: Divide the divisor into the remainder with the addition of the number you just 
brought down…in this case how many times does 126 go into 37? The answer is zero.  
Write 0 next to your 4. It is the second digit of your quotient. 

Step Two: Multiply: Multiply the second digit of your quotient (answer) by your divisor. 

Multiply 0 by 126. Write the answer directly below the 37. 
0⋅126 = 0

Step Three: Subtract:  Subtract the product you just found from the first part of your 
dividend. 

37-0 = 37 

Step Four: Check: Is your remainder smaller than your divisor?  
If the answer is no, the digit you choose in step one was not big enough. Go back to step one. 
If the answer is yes, move on. 

Is 37 (your remainder) smaller than 126 (your divisor)? Yes. Move on to step five.

Please note: after multiplying by 0 and subtracting 0, we 
are at the same point as we were before; so, when 0 is part 
of the quotient steps 2-4 are often skipped. 

Step Five: Bring Down 
Bring down the next number in your dividend…in this case, an 8. 

Repeat. Start again at step one.
Step One: Divide: Divide the divisor into the remainder with the addition of the number you 
just brought down…in this case how many times does 126 go into 378?  
Estimate again. How many times does 125 go into 375?  
Another estimate…dropping the last digits…how many times does 12 go into 37? 
Both answers are 3. Write 3 next to your 0. It is the third digit of your quotient.
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Step Two: Multiply: Multiply the third digit of your quotient (answer) by your divisor. 

Multiply 3 by 126. Write the answer directly below the 378. 
3⋅126 = 378 

Step Three: Subtract:  Subtract the product you just found from the first part of your 
dividend. 
378-378 = 0 

Step Four: Check: Is your remainder smaller than your divisor?  
Is 0 (your remainder) smaller than 126 (your divisor)? Yes. Move on to step five.
Step Five: Bring Down 
There are no more numbers to bring down. 

How do you know when you are finished dividing? 
1) There are no more numbers to bring down AND 2) The remainder is 0.  
Otherwise, keep going until you have reached a complete answer or an answer that suits your needs.
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